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THE REAL WORLD AND THE ARAB BOYCOTT

Saudi Arabi a 's annual oil revenue has i ncreased from about one billion dolloars
in 1970 to about 20 billion.

It may go to 30 billion annually.

money -- and Saudi Arabia is prepared to spend it.

That is "excess"

They are planning to spend

about 100 billion dollars on construction over the next five years .

And they are

planning to spend most of it in the American economy.

Jubail, a fishin g village on the Arabian sea, will be transformed into a huge industri al complex which will cost about 10 billion dollars to bui l d.

That does not

include the creation of such further projects in Jubail as a desalination plant,
a steel mill, a fertilizer plant, and an aluminum plant, all of massive porportions.
And Jubail is only one project area.

Forei gn firms are descending on Saudi Arabia in gleamy-eyed swarms.

American firms

are expected to reap the bi ggest h arvest, and the U.S. Commerce dep artment is intent
on this happening , for the sake of the sagging American economy.

In April there will

be a huge U.S. Building Materials and Construction Equipment Exhi bition in J i dda.
But construction is only one target.

The market f or telecommunications equipment

and services, for example, is estimated to be more than a billion dollars over the
next few years.

And in the last f i scal year, American exports to Saudi Arabia have

doubled.

This is no longer just a matter of obtaining oil· Any major cut-off from the
Saudi Arabian economy would increasingly mean a jolt for the American economy and
the American people.
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That brings us to the several faces of the boycott.
to prohibit any discrimination in
of Saudi Arabian contracts.

Americ~

There are stringent laws

against Jewish employees, in consideration

There are now cogent laws to prohibit discrimination by

an American business firm against a shipper of sub-constractor because of Jewish
ownership, Jews on the board of directors, etc.
be implemented, business or no business.

For the most part those laws will

Saudi Arabia has apparently come to

terms with that American fact of life; it will continue to control the issuance
of visas for work i n Saudi, although there are al ready reports of some Jews working
there.

But there is the separate question of the boycott agai nst Israel.

The American

government has stated that it is opposed to such a boycott, but has not passed any
laws speci fically prohibiting such a boycott.

If it passed such a law -- or if

the Justice Department proves that such a boycott is an anti - trust violation

will

that cut the U.S. off from all those Saudi billions, from the jobs and dollars
they will bring?

Further, what would that mean to political relationships between the U.S. and Saudi
arabia, which is essentially pro-American?

Would Saudi Arabia be thrown into the

Soviet orbit, would American influence disappear in t he Middle East, to the detriment of Israel's security?

If we are going to be taken seriously, we cannot slough off these hard questions with
high-sounding generalities.

The dangers posed by those questions exist.

But by the same token, Saudi Arabia is

probably dependent on American technology, if it is to reach its goals.

and Saudi

Arabia is dependent on American deterrence to prevent the encroachment of a Soviet
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imperialism which it fears.
too.

The United St ates holds a strong hand in this game,

It is a hand we probably have to

p~ay

as a nation, in the diplomatic arena--

rather than expect each business firm to act singly.
is whether the United States has the will to do it.

But the question again

